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Motorcycle catalogue and Motorcycle classifieds. More pictures Featuring technology
developed and refined on racetracks around the world, the GSX-R features the most powerful,
most efficient cc four-cylinder engine ever built by Suzuki. Compare with any other bike.
Displacement :. Compression :. Bore x stroke :. Valves per cylinder:. Front suspension :. Rear
suspension :. Wheelbase :. Compare US insurance quotes from the nation's top providers.
Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's top providers. Ships to most countries.
Also check out our overview of motorcycle webshops at Bikez. List related bikes for
comparison of specs. Sell or buy used bikes? Ads are free. You can list all Suzuki GSX-R
available and also sign up for e-mail notification when such bikes are advertised in the future.
Bikez has a high number of users looking for used bikes. Before you buy this bike, you should
view the list of related motorbikes Compare technical specs. Look at photos. And check out the
rating of the bike's engine performance, repair costs, etc. Rating sample for this Suzuki bike.
You can also compare bikes. Picture credits - Suzuki. Submit more pictures. Discuss this bike
Rate this motorbike This bike's rating Write a review Sell this motorcycle Such bikes for sale
Insurance quotes Finance options Tip a friend List related bikes. Pictures, trademarks and logos
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Offering championship-winning performance, the legendary GSX-R rewards you with
supersport capabilities beyond compare. Its cc, four-stroke, liquid-cooled, valve engine with
lightweight titanium valves and forged aluminum-alloy pistons produces phenomenal power
that lets you dominate the track. Compare with any other bike. Displacement :. Compression :.
Bore x stroke :. Valves per cylinder:. Front suspension :. Rear suspension :. Wheelbase :.
Compare US insurance quotes from the nation's top providers. Compare US motorcycle loan
quotes from the nation's top providers. Ships to most countries. Also check out our overview of
motorcycle webshops at Bikez. List related bikes for comparison of specs. Discussions for
every bike Bikez has discussion forums for every bike. You can sign up for e-mail notifications
when other riders answer you. If you have extensive experience with the MC, please send us a
review. If you consider buying this bike, you should view the list of related motorbikes Look at
photos. Compare technical specs. And check out the rating of the bike's engine performance,
reliability, repair costs, etc. You can compare the rating with other bikes. Rating sample for this
Suzuki bike. You can also compare bikes. Make Suzuki. Its cubic centimeter four-stroke
liquid-cooled valve engine with lightweight titanium valves and forged aluminum-alloy pistons
produces phenomenal power that lets you dominate the track. Offering championship-winning
performance the legendary GSX-R rewards you with supersport capabilities beyond compare.
Model GSX-R GSX-R ! Good Condition! Call before someone else does! Make Harley-Davidson.
Stage 1. Serviced at Adamec HD. Inspired by the street, but still ready for the long road. Two
NEW tires!! Make Honda. Pictures to come. Model Vfr. Awesome bike, really low miles. This is
the manual 6 speed with ABS. Has a new set of Pilot Road 4 GTs and it recently had the mile
service. Includes color matched Honda side cases, hand warmers. Also includes another year of
the Honda Certified Service Contract to cover any issues. Make Can-Am. Make Polaris. Model
Sportsman EFI. This motorcycle leaves a lasting impression. With the most powerful, efficient
and cleanest running cubic centimeter four stroke production engine Suzuki has ever produced.
A race proven cast-aluminum-alloy frame. Exciting bodywork with increased aerodynamics. An
advanced engine management and fuel injection system with adjustable on-the-fly mapping.
Fully adjustable high-performance suspension, and radial-mount brakes. Delivering open-class
racetrack performance in a middleweight-sized package. It's as if the talented team of engineers
responsible for the GSX-R designed a racebike with street equipment like lights, instruments
and a horn and mirrors. Which makes it more obvious what the GSX-R really is. Not just a true
race replica The original race replica, reborn. Make KTM. Model SX-F. Who said you can t have
everything? Features may include: The result: the current SX-F models are the slimmest,
lightest bikes on the track. Even though the 4-strokes are equipped with an electric starter as a
standard feature, while the competition still needs to be kick started, the SX-F line weigh in
pounds less. The large twin-air filter is mounted in a stiff cage, which at the same time holds the
system in place. This design is so simple, you could still pop a fresh one in with a face full of
mud. Without tools. In seconds. FRAME The high-tech, lightweight chrome-moly steel frame is
engineered for excellent handling, precise cornering and supreme stability. You can also count

on high torsional rigidity and low longitudinal stiffness for better absorption of the energy
created by the front and rear suspension sucking up jumps and bumps. In short: more comfort
and less rider fatigue. Laterally attached, lightweight engine head stays contribute to a reduced
vibration level. Two threaded inserts in the lower cradle tubes allow for an optional skid plate.
The engineers were able to pull off all that, while making the frame two pounds lighter than that
of the lightest competitor on the market. In addition, the frame is easier to maintain, easier to
work on and supplies more space for the tank and other components. The bike also features an
extra-light aluminum subframe, which weighs in at less than 2 pounds. Looking for a higher
riding position? These high-tech Brembo babies are combined with lightweight wave discs
made by Galfer. For , the rear brake features a 10mm longer brake pedal and you get new, less
aggressive brake pads all round. This tapered one, made of high-strength aluminum by NEKEN,
is fixed in damped rubber mounts and has two different positions. From Model Quadracer LT-R
A said no more Japan its to bad best quad ever made. Alamo Heights, TX. Huntington Beach,
CA. Ridgefield, WA. Gloucester, VA. Winter Springs, FL. Alpharetta, GA. Alert Successfully
Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Gsx R Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month.
Category - Engine 0 cc Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Honda Model Vfr. Category - Engine 1,
cc Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. ZIP
Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.
Genuine Suzuki GSX-R Many manufacturers sell their sport bikes claiming they are replicas of
racing bikes or are inspired by them. But it was a single manufacturer who over 20 years ago
introduced the first commercial jet that closely based on the competition. That first model
already had a compact engine and an aluminum alloy frame, representing the most advanced
technology ever put to the service of a business model. The combination of the most advanced
chassis and an engine dream, along with advanced electronics, effective and fully adjustable
suspension and a radial-mount front brake provides more power, rapid acceleration and optimal
control. So easy to get the fastest lap in a race. Heart Suzuki The Gsxr L0 has the most powerful
and effective standard engine of cc Suzuki few ever made. A marvel of design development
progressed done in circuit. An engine for champions. It features double overhead camshaft
DOHC and four titanium valves per cylinder. Liquid cooling. Transmission shafts vertically
staggered to reduce the overall length of the engine. The engine bore and stroke measure The
intake valves are set at an angle of 10 degrees to the axis of the cylinder and the exhaust valves
are set at an angle of 12 degrees to the cylinder axis for a narrow angle between 22 degrees
valves. The combustion chamber TSCC Twin Swirl Combustion Chamber has a new design to
reduce the concealment of the intake valves at low elevation, increasing the cylinder charge and
thus increasing the power. Additional refinements include a more effective intake ducts, to
increase the cylinder charge casting and slightly thinner walls to reduce weight. The new
aluminum alloy pistons are brought together to the combustion chamber TSCC to increase the
compression ratio of Valves titanium alloy are controlled using single valve springs, reducing
mechanical losses. The valves are actuated by 26mm tappets on the intake side and increased
from 24 mm to 25 mm on the exhaust side to work with a cam profile designed to increase
acceleration out of corners. The pistons of three segments have the trimmed sides and upper
compression ring and oil control piston of each electrolytic bath covered by a coating of
chromium nitrate applied in a vacuum chamber, using a physical deposition system Steam PVD
Physical Vapor Deposition. Greater ventilation holes now 41mm instead of 39mm connect the
inner cylinder below the bottom of the piston stroke , allowing air trapped beneath each exhaust
piston to descend rapidly to adjacent cylinders where the pistons are rising. The change
reduces internal pumping pressure and mechanical power losses even more. In the deductions,
the torque limiting clutch reduces pressure on the disks to a speed reduction and entry into the
softer curves. The new internal rib within the clutch cover and magnesium oil pan reduces
mechanical noise caused by resonance. New NGK Spark plugs 10 mm each having a thin
iridium alloy electrode that produces a hotter spark contributing to a more complete
combustion and provides twice the operating life of an electrode of conventional spark plug.
The individual ignition coil within each spark plug cover is now smaller outside diameter, 20 mm
instead of 22 mm, reducing weight. The new starter manufactured using rare earth magnets is
lighter and more compact than the starter motor used on previous models, weighs grams
compared to the previous 1, grams and measures It has a curved trapezoidal efficient radiator
that seems to have come straight out of the box a racing bike and carries a compact electric
cooling fan is turned on or off based on coolant temperature. The ECM weighs grams. Versus
the previous gr and is noticeably narrower and thinner than previous models. A maps are
assigned the letters A, B and C, and engine power delivery varies map selection. Each map has
been developed using the experience gained in designing maps for race bikes. Intelligence
Suzuki The best driver is not only the fastest or the one with more skill. A true champion is

recognized for its ability to anticipate and intelligence. New compact fuel injectors, with 8 small
holes instead of the previously used larger holes 4 produce a fine spray for improved fuel
atomization and more complete combustion. The primary injectors operate in all conditions, and
the secondary injectors add more fuel at high rpm and high load conditions. The primary
injector for each cylinder is positioned steeper at an angle of 41 degrees, aimed directly at the
intake ports, contributing to a better feel for throttle response throughout the rpm range. The
secondary injector is mounted at an angle of 15 degrees and your goal is to bounce the fuel in
the secondary butterfly valve open to improve atomization and combustion efficiency. The
volume of fuel delivered by the injectors is controlled by the engine control system while the
injector is running. The longer acting the nozzle and spraying fuel, the greater the volume of
fuel delivered to the cylinder. The working time for the primary injector is calculated based on
engine rpm, intake pressure vacuum and throttle position. The working time for the secondary
injector is calculated based on throttle position and engine rpm. The exhaust chamber mounted
underneath the engine carries a catalyst to reduce emissions of HC, CO and nitrogen oxide NO
even more. Suzuki Spirit A racing bike is distinguished by the sensations that provides the pilot.
Since it starts rolling, you can feel their precision and control in all circumstances. This is the
Suzuki spirit. Is manufactured by welding, five specific sections molten aluminum alloy, each
designed to produce a certain torsional stiffness, including the hollow part of the address, two
main beams including anchoring the rocker and the upper and lower sides reinforcements. The
small number of components and welds helps to optimize performance and accuracy in the
frame assembly. The design change saves grams. This arrangement reduces the lever ratio as
the rear wheel moves up by the progressive and responsive suspension, and increasing the
traction on the pavement small irregularities while still respond smoothly in larger bumps.
Showa rear shock has an externally adjustable spring preload, rebound damping and
compression damping at both high and low speeds. The route of the rear wheel is mm. The front
wheel travel is mm. The seat height is a relatively low mm. The seating position is carefully
designed to work well both on track and on the road, with a relatively short distance between
the handlebars and the hips of the pilot. Is operated by a solenoid controlled valve ECM
withdrawing a tapered needle or on a seat in the damping circuit reducing or increasing the flow
of oil to decrease or increase the damping. You can do it all. Is the Suzuki force. The wheel sizes
do not vary, measure 3. The front brake system uses dual radial-mount four-piston opposed
front calipers and Tokico. The step size of the pistons 30 mm and 32 mm help equalize pad wear
and a new radial pump 17 mm instead of A stronger return spring helps keep air pressure
against the front brake lever at racetrack speeds. The size of the mounting screws of the disc is
slightly smaller and with slightly thinner discs, the unsprung weight and inertial mass for better
performance of the suspension is reduced and make it easy corner entry circuit. The rear brake
disc Tokico single piston operates with a disc diameter of mm and 5. The floating front brake
discs measure mm in outer diameter and 5. Beauty Suzuki White crystal and pearl blue or any
other finishes. Let alone who leads. The new fairing carries three headlights positioned next to
each other, a central 55WH11 projector low beam and halogen 60W multi-reflector HB3 long on
each side lights. When the beam is selected the three headlights illuminating a large area
increasing the visibility curves are activated. The ram-air intakes are positioned as close as
possible to the center of the fairing where the air pressure is greater. A new shutter system
replaces the mesh screens used in previous models, aligning the airflow and reducing the input
resistance, which results in increased pressure in the air box and greater power. The upper
casing is slightly wider at the handle, which reduces turbulence resistance, and the lower
fairing is slightly narrower reducing projected frontal area. The front turn signals are integrated
into mirrors reducing projected frontal area, and rear are integrated into a new, sl
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immer tail. The pilot and rear brake light using LEDs light emitting diodes as light source. The
LEDs of the Gsxr L0 are lighter and more durable and use less electricity than conventional
bulbs and give more freedom in design. The combination of a red lens and red LEDs contributes
to the richness and depth of visible light;visibility while reinforcing style increases. The fuel
tank is now slightly higher, for up to Additional LEDs show the signals, neutral, high beam,
coded key and gas reserves. You can program another LED to flash and a preselected engine
rpm. For the road. For the circuit. For your life. Adventure, cruiser, dualsport, motocross, off
road, scooter, sportbike and street Suzuki motorcycles. Home Privacy Policy Site Use. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. Related Posts. Suzuki GSX-R Next Post. Trending Comments
Latest. This website uses cookies. By continuing to use this website you are giving consent to
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